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A pipe gives a much more weed-free field. The scion of most

cornfields at the time was the famous cocklebur. Even though the plants that

are shown in this picture are rather ragged-looking, the cross-ways and diag-

onal rows can be seen.

The “M” was a very popular tractor at the time and at school the phrase “my dad bought a new LOL last week” was heard quite often. With a hydraulic system for attached implements such as the cultivator, it was huge leap for-

ward for farmers, and a fast “road gear” was another great advantage. Ten

years later I bought my first tractor, also a Farmall M, and it is now a part of

my memories, having to purchase it at a year’s work and works well for taking

hay. Even without power steering it is fun to drive. Across the coun-

try many such tractors are still in use, and a popular form of fencing

shows. Such was farm life back in the “forties.”

thursday, thirteen ladies from Towner Senior Center went to the

Pony Express show in Bismarck. Judy Schell, Audrey Mejia and Jane An-

dersson joined us for a fun afternoon.
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coffee and cookies.
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Kathy Wolfe was in Rugby on

Monday and had lunch at the Memo-
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the Upham Legion Hall.

Governor Dorothy L. Leavey and her hus-
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from Towner to Gillette, WY and

spent the night at Kevin & Tracey

Herman.

In the spring of 1940 an early hailstorm chewed up the corn crop as seen

in this picture taken on the Wunderlich farm. Driving a new McCormick-

Deering Fertilizer M is Eugene, who cared for all the corn on the farm for many

years, slowly displacing the old single and double-row horse-drawn cultiva-

tors that had been standard equipment on area farms since homesteading
days. Years truly drive the single tool for several days, doing one tenth of the work

that the tractor accomplished.

Back then farmers were still “checking” their corn fields, a process where

long rolls of wire were anchored in the ground at the end of each row, leading

through some health challenges,

and check straw to see if it was

barley was ready to be harvested.
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